ZEISS Supreme Prime – Scale Change Instruction

**Required equipment**

- ZEISS Supreme Prime lens
- T4 Torx screwdriver

**Scale Change Requirements**

Ensure that your working space is flat and leveled, in order to prevent the lens from tilting and falling over. Ensure that the environment is clean and free from dust so that no dust particles enter the ZEISS Supreme Prime. Ensure to avoid scratches on the front or rear lens.

1. Remove the flexible rubber ring at the front side of the lens.
2. Loosen the nine screws by using the T4 Torx Screwdriver.
3. Lift the Compendium-ring and take it off.
4. Lift the Compendium-ring and take it off.
Loosen the nine screws by using the T4 Torx Screwdriver.

Lift the scale ring and take it off the lens.

Remove the rubber ring of the scale ring, and put it on the other side of the scale ring. The rubber ring always has to be on the bottom side of the scale ring.

Turn the focus to the end stop and flip the scale ring around so that desired scale is on the down side.

Put the ring back on the lens. The desired scale unit is now visible in the window of the scale reading.

Adjust the scale ring to the infinity position exactly on the index mark by turning it counter clockwise/clockwise.
Lift the scale ring slightly up as soon as you can see the holes and tighten the nine T4 Torx screws under use of the T4 screwdriver (0,15Nm).

Reattach the compendium ring.

Tighten the six Torx screws under use of the T4 Torx screwdriver. (0,15Nm).

Mount the rubber ring with the thin side on top on the compendium ring.

Troubleshooting
In case problems appear during the update process please contact ZEISS Service Oberkochen.